SSAA FRASER COAST BRANCH inc.

SUMMARY of RIFLE RANGE STANDING ORDERS
For all Shooters.
1. The range officer is responsible for range safety and his or her instructions must
be followed at all times.
2. You must treat every uncased firearm as if it is loaded at all times. That means
you must point the muzzle in a safe direction. A safe direction is usually pointing
upwards unless you are at the firing line where the muzzle may be pointed down
range.
3. All persons report to the Range Officer whose name is on the BOARD and sign the
correct ATTENDANCE REGISTER BEFORE getting any gear out of the car.
4. Firearms [unless they are enclosed in a gun bag] can only be taken to the firing
line when the range is open for shooting that is when the FLAG is DOWN.
5. Firearms when carried MUST be pointed in a safe direction usually UP.
6. Firearms must be in a safe condition at all times.
7. Firearms or ammunition may be denied use on the range at the Range Officers
discretion.
8. If you have any problems signal the Range Officer immediately.
9. Unsafe practices or unsafe firearms to be reported to the Range Officer.
10.FLAG signals to be obeyed on the firing line;
DOWN - shooting in progress
UP - safe to proceed down range when Range Officer signals.
11. During a Range Closure stand BACK from the BENCHES and no handling firearms
and ammunition.
12. Notify Range Officer if proceeding beyond 100m and report back on return.
13. Only shoot at approved targets at approved distances.
14. Targets to be fixed ONLY to frames ensuring the target is not in front of the
wooden supports and ensure bullets enter earth backstop.
15. Ensure you are in line with your target NO CROSS firing.
16. ON Sighting & practice days load no more than 5 rounds.
17. Ensure ALL firearms are cleared by the Range Officer before leaving the firing line
even if you have the bolt out etc.
18. EYE PROTECTION STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
19. EAR PROTECTION STRONGLY RECOMMENDED
20. ENCLOSED FOOTWEAR
21. NO SMOKING on the line.
PLEASE NOTE; This is a summary of the rifle ranges standing orders.
The SSAA Range Rules, Rifle section Range Standing Orders and Range Approval notices are
Posted on the notice board at the sign on shed, please read and if you have any questions ask.
If you don’t have a Range Pass Card you will be asked to sign the “Have Read” register every visit.
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